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(b) Purpose 
This documents describes a metadata format for exchanging broadcasts between various 
broadcast content management systems. It is based on Dublin Core 1.1, SOMA 0.5 as 
well as EBU Tech 3273 [for references see annex]. 
 

(c) Methodology 
While various formats for the exchange of audio data and metadata exist, there is no 
specific format for broadasts yet. The EBU has proposed a format that is overly large and 
unwieldy for smaller radio entities. To achive this easy format, we have decided to use 
standard technologies in a simple combination. 
 
The Metadata format uses XML to flexibly encode all necessary information. The 
information is modeled to provide all Dublin Core Elements, yet elaborate enough to 
also work in a more complex environment, as the streamonthefly node network 
mandates. The xml format is formally defined in separate guidelines in the annex. To 
include binary data / audio files, as well as images and html/text files containing 
additional information, the XBMF format uses the established standard tools of tar and 
gnuzip, in conjunction with a predefined directory structure. 
 

(d) Container Format 

 
< XBMF/ 

� Metadata.xml 
1 Audio 

9 Multiple audio files 
9 Multiple audio files 

1 Files 
) Additional Files (Images, textfiles, html, etc.) 
) Additional Files (Images, textfiles, html, etc.) 

 
The tarred and gzipped directory is then considered to be a XBMF container. By using 
these technologies, all of which are readily available as libraries for inclusion into almost 
all programming environments, the XBMF format is quickly integrateable into existing 
applications. Specific XBMF creating applications should also be easily developed. 
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(e) Summary 
 
When preparing this metadata set, the following assumptions have been made: 

• The main consideration was to create a specification that could also be used by 
other vendors and organizations, in order to create and promote a public and 
general standard. 

• The metadata will be used to create a shared media archive, searchable by the 
public and by people working at community radio / TV stations 

• The metadata set will be used to store information about a range of media files, 
including audio, video, websites, and learning materials. 

• The metadata set should stay as close to SOMA, EBU and DC as possible. 
• The metadata should go beyond the target of SOMA and therefor should include 

definitions for managing direct streaming and instant exchange of metadata plus 
media resources between various broadcast content management systems. 

 

(f) XBMF Meta Data Field Definitions 
 
Fields that are non-useful for individual participants may be left empty (having taken 
care of marking them non-required) or be filled with meaningful default values. 
 

1. TITLE 
Element:  dc.title 
 xbmf.title 

 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  A name given to the resource. 
 Comments:  Typically, a title will be a name by which the resource is 

formally known. The title should be for the general full 
title without any impromptu encoding of individual dates 
and episode 

 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  dc.alternative 
  xbmf.alternative 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  Any form of the title used as a substitute or alternative to 

the formal title of the resource. 
 Comments:  This qualifier can include title abbreviations as well as well 

as translations. 
 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.episodetitle 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  A name given to the resource. 
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 Comments:  The episode title is the name by which a specific episode 

of a series is known. This may be unused, if the 
broadcasts (e.g. news) are only differentiated by date or 
sequence number (e.g. Episode 1...) 

 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  DC does not have this refinement. Value should be 

appended to element 1.0 in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  EBU does not have this refinement. value should be 

appended to element 1.0 in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  SOMA does not have this refinement 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.episodesequence 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  A number given to the resource. 
 Comments:  The episode sequence is an alphanumerical field to 

indicate a sortable sequence number e.g. 1, 2 ... or 2002-
09-12 in case of broadcasts differentiated by date. The 
sequence number needs only to follow internal rules and 
should be sortable by alphabetical sorting. 

 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  DC does not have this refinement. Value should be 

appended to element 1.0 in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  EBU does not have this refinement. value should be 

appended to element 1.0 in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  SOMA does not have this refinement 
 

2. CREATOR 
Element:  dc.creator 

 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable: Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  An entity primarily responsible for making the content of 

the resource. 
 Comments:  Examples of a Creator include a person, an organisation, 

or a service. Typically, the name of a Creator should be 
used to indicate the entity. It is recommended that names 
be written in the following order: surname, first name. 
However, they can also be written according to local 
practise. The difference between Contributor and Creator 
is sometimes difficult to decide. If in doubt, use 
contributor. These two fields should be considered 
equivalent for search purposes. 

 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text), use of special encoding scheme (see 
annex) recommended 

 Variation from DC:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 Variation from EBU:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 Variation from SOMA:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 

3. SUBJECT, TOPIC  
Element:  dc.subject 
 xbmf.topic 

 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  The topic of the content of the resource. 
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 Comments:  Subject will be expressed as keywords, key phrases or 

classification codes that describe a topic of the resource. 
Persons as subjects are also placed here. Genre of the 
content is placed under element Type. Geographical 
locations and historical periods as subjects are placed 
under Coverage. Subject may or may not be qualified. 
This Element has to be repeated (be the same) in XML-
description for DC and XBMF (see annex). 

 Encoding Scheme:  SOTF Topics (see Appendix A) 
Text 
If alternative encoding schemes are used, refinement 
“Subject Encoding Scheme” defines other controlled 
vocabularies, which may be used here. 

 Variation from DC:  Not using recommended encoding schemes 
 Variation from EBU:  Not using recommended encoding schemes 
 Variation from SOMA:  Refinement possible 
 
 refinement:  xbmf.SubjectEncodingScheme 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Describes the URL of a specific topic tree (controlled 

vocabulary) 
 Comments:  The subject encoding scheme should be expressed as a 

text naming the scheme or a URI pointing to a full 
definition. 

 Encoding Scheme:  text or URI 
 Variation from DC:  DC does not have this refinement 
 Variation from EBU:  EBU does not have this refinement 
 Variation from SOMA:  SOMA does not have this refinement 
 

4. DESCRIPTION 
Element:  dc.description 

 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  An account of the content of the resource. 
 Comments:  Description may include but is not limited to: an abstract, 

a running order, or a free-text account of the content. 
 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  None, but refinements (table of contents, abstract) aren't 

used. 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 

5. PUBLISHER 
 Element:  dc.publisher 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  Organisation who originally made the file available to 

exchange. 
 Comments:  It is recommended that organisations do not use 

abbreviated forms of their name, unless this is the name 
they are most commonly known by. 

 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text), use of person encoding scheme (see 
annex) recommended 
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 Variation from DC:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 Variation from EBU:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 Variation from SOMA:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 

6. CONTRIBUTOR 
Element:  dc.contributor 
 xbmf.contributor 

 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  An entity responsible for making contributions to the 

content of the resource. 
 Comments:  Examples of a Contributor include a person, an 

organisation, or a service. Typically, the name of a 
Contributor should be used to indicate the entity. We 
recommend that names be written in the following order: 
surname, first name. However, they can also be written 
according to local practise. The difference between 
Contributor and Creator is sometimes difficult to decide. If 
in doubt whether an entity is a creator or contributor use 
the element contributor. These two fields should be 
considered equivalent for search purposes. 

 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text), use of person encoding scheme (see 
annex) recommended 

 Variation from DC:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 Variation from EBU:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 Variation from SOMA:  None (expect encoding scheme). 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.role 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Role the contributor played in creating the resource. For 

example: producer, writer or editor. 
 Comments:  The element refinement Role is added by EBU and not part 

of standard DC. The content of the qualifier Role must be 
taken from a controlled list of authorized roles. It is 
recommended that roles are taken from the EBU 
Reference Data Table.  

 Encoding Scheme:  SOMA Roles (see annex) 
 Variation from DC:  There is no refinement in DC. 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None  
 

7. DATE 
Element: dc.date 

 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  A date associated with an event in the life cycle of the 

resource. 
 Comments:  Same value as the Date.Created refinement. Approximate 

dates should be explained in Description element. 
 Encoding Scheme: DCMI: Period Encoding Scheme 

W3C-Date and Time Format (DTF) 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
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 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  dcterms.created 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Date of creation of the content of the resource. 
 Comments:  Approximate dates should be explained in Description 

element 
 Encoding Scheme: DCMI: Period Encoding Scheme 

W3C-Date and Time Format (DTF) 
 Variation from DC:  None, but not using the Date.Valid refinement. 
 Variation from EBU:  None, but not using the Date.Digitized refinement 
 Variation from SOMA:  None. 
 
 Refinement:  dcterms.available 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Date (often a range) that the resource will become or did 

become available. 
 Comments:  Should show the date the publisher made the resource 

available. This will generally be the date the metadata was 
first published. 

 Encoding Scheme:  DCMI: Period Encoding Scheme 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  None. 
 
 Refinement:  dcterms.issued 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition: Date made available by original publisher. For example, 

the broadcasting date of a radio programme. 
 Comments:  It is recommended best practise to use the element both 

for recordings that are "born-digital" and recordings that 
are digitised. 

 Encoding Scheme: DCMI: Period Encoding Scheme 
W3C-Date and Time Format (DTF) 

 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  dcterms.modified 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Date on which the resource or metadata was last changed. 
 Comments:  If the resource or metadata has been modified since it was 

made available, this must contain the date of the most 
recent time this occurred. 

 Encoding Scheme:  W3C-Date and Time Format (DTF) 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None. 
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8. TYPE, GENRE 
Element:  dc.type 
 xbmf.genre 

 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  The nature or genre of the content of the resource. 
 Comments:  To describe the physical or digital manifestation of the 

resource, use the Format element. 
 Encoding Scheme:  DCMI Type vocabulary 

SOMA Type List (see annex) 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  Not repeatable. EBU uses a greatly extended list of types. 
 Variation from SOMA:  None. 
 

9. FORMAT 
 Element:  dc.format 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable: Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  The physical or digital manifestation of the resource. 
 Comments:  Use SOMA Media Type for online resources and same as 

Format.Medium for offline Encoding Scheme: For online 
resources, use SOMA Media Type (see annex) For offline 
resources, use controlled vocabulary: “offline”. 

 Variation from DC:  Using an extended version of their Internet Media Type 
list. 

 Variation from EBU:  Using an extended version of their Internet Media Type 
list.  

 Variation from SOMA:  None. 
 
 Refinement:  dcterm.location 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  URI for the audio file. This may be a URI in the form of 

file://./path/to/file if used in a local filestructure or in a 
gzip archive The URI shall be translated/updated if the 
metadata is exchanged without the binary. Also DC 
element identifier can be used to describe the URI of the 
audio file 

 Encoding:  URI 
 Variation from DC:  Not in DC (was in DC in version 1.0) 
 Variation from EBU:  Not in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  dcterm.extent 
 Required: No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  The size or duration of the resource 
 Comments:  Repeat for indicating extent in seconds and extent in 

octets (8-bit bytes). 
 Encoding Scheme:  See annex 
 Variation from DC:  None. 
 Variation from EBU:  Duration in seconds (not HHMMSS). Added extent in file 

size. 
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 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  dcterm.medium 
 Required:  Yes, for offline resources 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified: No 
 Definition:  The material or physical carrier of the resource. 
 Comments:  When media is offline, field contains "offline". When media 

is online, field contains "online". 
 Encoding Scheme:  Controlled vocabulary: "offline" or "online". 
 Variation from DC:  None. 
 Variation from EBU:  None. 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 

10. IDENTIFIER 
 Element:  dc.identifier 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given 

context. 
 Comments:  XBMF will use URI of the online resource. If the resource is 

offline or unavailable, or if it is necessary to log in to some 
website to gain access to the resource, a unique URI to a 
relevant web page should be used.  
Note: The identifier should be unique within a 
publisher/archive with no further constraints. Thus a 
globally unique Identifier is obtained by combining 
identifier and publisher. 

 Encoding Scheme:  Unique Arbitrary String (may be URI) 
 Variation from DC:  None. 
 Variation from EBU:  None, but not following their stated best practice (to use 

various ID schemes relating to broadcast material). 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 

11. SOURCE 
 Element:  dc.source 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable: No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  A reference to a resource from which the present resource 

is derived. For example: ISBN, IFPI Code, Release 
identifier of a CD, DVD or similar. 

 Comments:  In SOTF do not use this element and do consider to put 
this information in Element Description, or in Refinements 
IsVersionOf / HasVersion and IsFormatOf / HasFormat. 
EBU recommend as best practice to use a unique identifier 
to identify the physical source that has been used to 
create the digital resource. In the case of a digitized 
analogue recording, it is the recording used for digitization 
which is the source. For commercial recordings the label 
and number is normally given here. For talking books the 
ISBN and/or label and number for the talking book (not 
the original book) is given here. If no label or number is 
available, the title and/or the statement of responsibility 
etc. of the digitized recording is recorded here.  
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 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not have this element 
 

12. LANGUAGE 
  Element:  dc.language 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  A language of the intellectual content of the resource. 
 Comments:  Repeated where the complete content of the resource may 

be understood in several languages. For example, a 
French film with English subtitles should have two 
language elements: French and English. 

 Encoding Scheme:  ISO-639-2 three letter codes 
RFC 1766 [8], if language is not registered. 

 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 

13. RELATION 
 Element:  dc.relation 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  A reference to a related resource 
 Comments:  Not used unqualified. Relation is used to show the relation 

in content to another resource. For example, "IsPartOf" is 
used to show the relation between a part of a radio 
programme and the whole programme, or between a track 
and a record album. Relation is NOT used to define a 
series of connected resources. This is be done in episode 
and it’s refinements. 

 Encoding Scheme:  URI 
 Variation from DC:  Not using some refinements: IsRequiredBy, Requires, 

IsReferencedBy, References. 
 Variation from EBU: Not using some refinements: IsRequiredBy, Requires, 

IsReferencedBy, References. 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  dcterm.IsVersionOf, dcterm.HasVersion 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  IsVersionOf: The described resource is a version, edition, 

or adaptation of the referenced resource. Changes in 
version imply substantive changes in content rather than 
differences in format. 
HasVersion: The described resource has a version, edition, 
or adaptation, namely, the referenced resource. 
URI should ideally link to metadata of the related 
resource, otherwise to the related resource or a page 
about the related resource. 

 Comment:  Used for language translations in SOMA. 
 Encoding Scheme:  URI 
 Variation from DC:  None 
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 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  dcterm.IsReplacedBy, dcterm.Replaces 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No (but can have IsReplacedBy and Replaces) 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  IsReplacedBy: The described resource is supplanted, 

displaced, or superceded by the referenced resource. 
Replaces: The described resource supplants, displaces, or 
supersedes the referenced resource. 
URI should ideally link to metadata of the related 
resource, otherwise to the related resource or a page 
about the related resource. 

 Comments: Could be used to redirect from the replaced resource, to 
the new resource. 

 Encoding Scheme:  URI 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  dcterm.IsPartOf, dcterm.HasPart 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  IsPartOf: The described resource is a physical or logical 

part of the referenced resource. If the resource is not 
repeated within the origin, it is an episode, and should be 
described with the refinement “episode” of title’s element. 
HasPart: The described resource includes the referenced 
resource either physically or logically. If the resource is 
not repeated within the origin, it is an episode, and should 
be described with the refinement “episode” of title’s 
element. 
URI should ideally link to metadata of the related 
resource, otherwise to the related resource or a page 
about the related resource. 
XBMF uses this refinement to show the programme’s 
relation to a series and/or a station. 

 Encoding Scheme:  Text or URI. 
 Variation from DC:  Allow text, not just URI. 
 Variation from EBU:  Allow text, not just URI. 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 

14. COVERAGE 
Element:  dc.coverage 

 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  The extent or scope of the content of the resource. 
 Comments:  If unqualified, assume the value relates to spatial 

coverage. 
 Encoding Scheme:  See refinements. 
 Variation from DC:  None. 
 Variation from EBU:  None. 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 

Refinement:  dcterm.spatial 
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 Required:  No 
 Repeatable: Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  Spatial characteristics of the intellectual content of the 

resource. 
 Comments:  For example, the geographical origin of folk music is 

placed here. 
 Encoding Scheme:  Using UN country list with additions (more precision to 

come). Use Getty Thesaurus to check spelling. 
 Variation from DC:  None, but not using suggested controlled vocabulary. 
 Variation from EBU:  None, but not using suggested controlled vocabulary. 
 Variation from SOMA:  Using other controlled vocabulary. 
 
 Refinement:  dcterm.temporal 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable: Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Time period(s) to which the intellectual content of the 

resource pertains. 
 Comments:  For example, historical periods discussed in a history 

programme might be placed here. 
 Encoding Scheme:  DCMI Period encoding scheme  

W3C-Date and Time Format (DTF)  
 Variation from DC:  None. 
 Variation from EBU:  None. 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 

15. RIGHTS 
 Element:  dc.rights 
  xbmf.rights 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  Information about rights held in and over the resource. 
 Comments:  By "Rights" we here mean the rights to the programme 

(sound file etc.) as a whole. For rights covering parts of 
the file (music, poetry etc included in the file) keep these 
in the institutions locally. Here register for instance NRK, 
BBC or the production company responsible for the 
programme or the record company that owns the rights to 
a phonogram. 
Instead of text, you may use a URI to point to a 
standardized statement of rights, or use the refinement 
“creativecommons” like the scheme provided by 
www.creativecommons.uk. If the Rights element is 
absent, all copyrights are striktly refered to the copyright 
regulations in force at the geographical origin of the 
resource. 

 Encoding Scheme:  Text or URI 
 Variation from DC:  None 
 Variation from EBU:  None 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.creativecommons 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
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 Definition:  Detailed information about the specific rights regime the 

creator or instituion of the resource wnt to aply to the 
resource. 

 Comments:  As a creator and legal owner of a resource, you are free to 
chose a licence, which is different of full copyright model. 
E.g. you want to ensure that your content is published 
free and without a prior notice to you, only if it’s use in 
non-commercial. Or it’s complete free and you only want 
to ensure, that the content of the resource isn’t changed 
or edited. 

 Encoding Scheme: Creative commons license system (see annex) 
 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.RightControlledParts 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Information about material where the creator does not 

hold the rights (typically music) 
 Comments:  By "RightControlledParts" we mean parts of the 

audiostream that are not soleley owned by the institution 
or creator. These parts should be identified by a 
refinement with time and a rights statement including 
title, artist and label/publisher. 
Instead of text you may point to a URI where the full 
information is retrievable. If the refinement is absent, it 
can be assumed, that all rights of third parties are cleared 
by institution or creator. 

 Encoding Scheme: Text, URI, or scheme according “special encoding scheme”  
 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 

16. STATION 
 Element:  xbmf.station 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  The described resource is related to a radio station which 

is known to the specific system under a specific station 
identifier. A controlled vocabulary is recommended. If a 
full DC meta data set is implemented, the refinement 
“IsPartOf” contain this information too. 

 Encoding Scheme:  Text or URI. 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in EBU 
 

17. SERIES 
 Element:  xbmf.series 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Not used unqualified. Refinements have to be included. 
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 Encoding Scheme:  Text or URI. 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in SOMA 
 

Refinement:  xbmf.seriestitle 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  The described resource is related to a series which is 

known to the specific system under a specific series 
identifier. A controlled vocabulary is recommended. If a 
full DC meta data set is implemented, the refinement 
“IsPartOf” contain this information too.  

 Comments:  Typically, a title will be a name by which the series is 
formally known.  

 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in SOMA 
 
 Element:  xbmf.seriesdescription 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  An account of the content of the series. 
 Comments:  Description may include but is not limited to: an abstract, 

a running order, or a free-text account of the series. 
 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in SOMA 
 

18. EXTENDED INFORMATION 
 Element:  xbmf.extendedInformation 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Additional data concerning the resource may be used to 

store proprietary or application or organization specific 
information 

 Comments:  May be repeated with different schemes. This element 
should mainly be used to store information that is not 
universally applicable but should still be exchanged with 
the resource. 
This element should be stored unchanged (as blob or 
similar) if the storing application can not use it. 

 Encoding Scheme:  XML Element 
 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU but may be used to store 

information that is required for EBU P_META 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.ExtendedInformationScheme 
 Required:  Yes, if Extended Information is present 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
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 Definition:  The encoding scheme for the extended information 

element 
 Comments:  This is a string that uniquely identifies the scheme of the 

extended information data. 
 Encoding Scheme:  Text 
 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  None 
 
 

(g) Special encoding schemes 
 

(i) NAME 
 Element:  xbmf.name 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Last name (surname/family name) follwed by the first 

name (given name) of a person. If the record describes an 
organization, the name of the organization in the primary 
language followed by it’s acronym. 

 Encoding:  Text, separated by comma 
 Variation from DC:  Component of relevant DC element 
 Variation from EBU:  Component of relevant EBU Element 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.alias, xbmf.OrganizationAlias 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  Alias of a person, or the name by which he/she is also 

known as. If the record is for an organization, the name of 
the organization in other languages.  

 Encoding:  Text 
 Variation from DC:  Component of relevant DC element 
 Variation from EBU:  Component of relevant EBU Element 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.role 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Role the creator played in creating the resource. For 

example: producer, writer or editor. 
 Comments:  The content of the qualifier Role must be taken from a 

controlled list of authorised roles.  
 Encoding Scheme:  EBU uses EBU Reference Data Table: Roles in 

broadcasting (not yet published) 
 Variation from DC:  There is no Role refinement in DC. 
 Variation from EBU:  None (pending EBU reference data). 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.e-mail 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
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 Definition:  Email contact address. May be a function address (e.g. 

office@radiofoo.bar) 
 Encoding:  Text 
 Variation from DC:  Component of relevant DC element 
 Variation from EBU:  Component of relevant EBU Element 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.address 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Postal Address of the organization or person 
 Encoding:  Text in the format accepted for the country; linebreaks 

encoded 
 Variation from DC:  Component of relevant DC element 
 Variation from EBU:  Component of relevant EBU Element 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.phone 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Phone number of the organization or person 
 Encoding:  Telephone number including international prefix with a 

heading + 
 Variation from DC:  Component of relevant DC element 
 Variation from EBU:  Component of relevant EBU Element 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.intro 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Comments and  description of the organization or person. 

E.g. a curiculum vitae 
 Encoding:  Text or URI 
 Variation from DC:  Component of relevant DC element 
 Variation from EBU:  Component of relevant EBU Element 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.uri 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  URI of the publishing organisation. 
 Comments:  Should be used for linking to the homepage of the person 

or organisation 
 Encoding Scheme:  URI 
 Variation from DC:  No such refinement in DC. 
 Variation from EBU:  No such refinement in EBU. 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  xbmf.logo 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  URI of a logo of the the person or organisation 
 Encoding Scheme:  URI 
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 Variation from DC:  No such refinement in DC. 
 Variation from EBU:  No such refinement in EBU. 
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 

(ii) CREATIVECOMMONS 
 Element:  cc.creativecommons 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  A URI pointing to a specific licence agreement. In addition 

licence is described in a refinemt by it’s characteristics, 
which come in three types: Permissions, Prohibitions and 
Requirements.  

 Comment: The characteristics are advisory only. They are designed to 
describe the characteristics of a license; they are not 
themselves a license. For the specific implementation of 
each characteristic, you must consult the text of the actual 
license. A license should always be linked from these 
metadata terms. 

 Encoding:  URI (see at www.creativecommons.org) 
 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC  
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU  
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  cc.permissions 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Rights granted by the license  
 Comment: see comment on element 
 Encoding:  Reproduction means that the resource may be reproduced  

Distribution means that the resource (and, if authorized, 
derivative resources) may be distributed, publicly 
displayed, and publicly performed  
DerivativeWorks means that a derivative works of the 
resource may be created and reproduced  

 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC  
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU  
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  cc.prohibitions 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Things prohibited by the license 
 Comment: see comment on element 
 Encoding:  CommercialUse means that the resource may not for 

commercial purposes be reproduced  
 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC  
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU  
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
 Refinement:  cc.requirements 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Restrictions imposed by the license 
 Comment: see comment on element 
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 Encoding:  Notice means that copyright and license notices must be 

kept intact  
Attribution means that credit must be given to copyright 
holder and/or author  
ShareAlike states, that derivative works, if authorized, 
must be licensed under the same terms as the work 

 Variation from DC:  Does not exist in DC  
 Variation from EBU:  Does not exist in EBU  
 Variation from SOMA:  Does not exist in SOMA 
 
  

(iii) RIGHT CONTROLLED PARTS 
 Element:  xbmf.RightControlledParts 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Not used unqualified. Refinements have to be included. 
 Encoding Scheme:  Text or URI. 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in SOMA 
 

Refinement:  xbmf.starttime 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Definition of a time stamp regarding the start of a section 

within a ressource, where the creator does not hold the 
rights (typically music) 

 Comments:  Time in seconds counted from the begin of the resource. 
 Encoding Scheme:  numeric 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in SOMA 
 

Refinement:  xbmf.endtime 
 Required:  Yes 
 Repeatable:  Yes 
 XML lang. qualified:  No 
 Definition:  Definition of a time stamp regarding the end of a section 

within a ressource, where the creator does not hold the 
rights (typically music) 

 Comments:  Time in seconds counted from the begin of the resource. 
 Encoding Scheme:  numeric 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in SOMA 
 

Refinement:  xbmf.rightstext 
 Required:  No 
 Repeatable:  No 
 XML lang. qualified:  Yes 
 Definition:  Rights statement of the specific part of the resource 
 Comments:  Include at least title, artist and label/publisher.  
 Encoding Scheme:  None (free text) 
 Variation from DC:  Not used in DC 
 Variation from EBU:  Not used in EBU 
 Variation from SOMA:  Not used in SOMA 
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(h) Guidelines for implementing XBMF in XML 
 
This section provides guidelines for people implementing XBMF metadata applications 
using XML. It considers both simple (unqualified) DC and qualified DC applications. 
 

 Terminology 
 
 Resource  A resource is anything that has identity. Familiar examples 

include an electronic document, an image, a service (e.g., 
"today's weather report for Los Angeles"), and a collection 
of other resources. Not all resources are network 
"retrievable"; e.g., human beings, corporations, and 
bound books in a library can also be considered resources.  

 
 Property  A property is a specific aspect, characteristic, attribute, or 

relation used to describe a resource.  
 Record  A record is some structured metadata about a resource, 

comprising one or more properties and their associated 
values.  

 
Note that XBMF metadata elements are properties (as defined above). Note also 
that there is potential confusion between the XML usage of the terms 'element' 
and 'attribute' and the usage of those terms in a more general metadata context. 

 
 

Abstract model 
 
• A qualified XBMF record is made up of one or more properties and their 

associated values.  
• Each property is an attribute of the resource being described.  
• Each property must be either:  

o one of the DC elements,  
o one of the other elements recommended by XBMF,  
o one of the element refinements listed in this document.  

• Properties may be repeated.  
• Each value is a literal string.  
• Each value may have an associated encoding scheme.  
• Each encoding scheme has a name.  
• some string value may have an associated language (e.g. en-GB). 

 
 

Recommendation 
 
(A) Implementors should encode properties as XML elements and values as 
the content of those elements. The name of the XML element should be an XML 
qualified name (QName) which associates the element name with the appropriate 
XBMF (or DCMI) namespace name. The property names for the elements should 
be all lower-case. For example, use:  
 

<dc:title>Dublin Core in XML</dc:title> 
<xbmf:genre>Documentary</xbmf:genre> 

 
(B) Multiple property values should be encoded by repeating the XML element 
for that property. For example: 
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<dc:title>First title</dc:title> 
<dc:title>Second title</dc:title> 

 
 

(C) Element refinements are elements in their own right and are therefore best 
encoded in a similar way to other elements. In particular, it should be noted that 
element refinements may have further refinements of their own (e.g. 'format' is 
refined by 'extent' which might be further refined by 'duration').Element 
refinements should be treated in the same way as other properties. The name of 
the XML element should be an XML qualified name (QName) which associates the 
element refinement name with the appropriate namespace name. For example: 
 

<dcterms:available>2002-06</dcterms:available> 
 
 
(D) Where the language of the value is indicated, it should be encoded using the 
'xml:lang' attribute with ISO-639-2 three letter codes. For example: 
 

<dc:subject xml:lang="eng">education</dc:subject> 
<dc:subject xml:lang="ger">Unterricht</dc:subject> 

 
 

(E) Mixing DC metadata with XBMF and other metadata schemas: XBMF 
metadata scheme is a mixture of original Dublin Core metadata with properties 
created for it’s own specific purposes. Where possible, all properties of DC 
metadata in XML should follow the guidelines of DCMI.  
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XBMF example 
 
This is a sample of a XML representation of a combined DC/XBMF metadata file. Be 
aware, that not all possible properties are used. 
 
  
<metadata XBMF metadata format used in XBMF containers. 
  xmlns="http://www.streamonthefly.org/" Authors: Andras Micsik (MTA SZTAKI), Thomas Thurner (TTB) 
  xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" Version 0.3 (2003 December 27) 
  xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"  
  xmlns:xbmf="http://www.streamonthefly.org/xbmf"> A resource should be described in one language. The XML file 

comming 
 in a separate part which is fully DC compatible and a part with all 

other  
 XBMF properties. When xml:lang is not used, English is supposed. 
  
 DC compatible part starts here 
  
  <dc:title xml:lang="eng"> DC Element “title”: The title of a resource (specific  
    Show title broadcast of a series) 
  </dc:title>  
  <dcterms:alternative xml:lang="eng"> DC Refinement “alternative”: An descriptive subtitle  
    Show alternative title of a show 
  </dcterms:alternative>  
  
  <dc:subject xml:lang="eng"> DC Element “subject”: Free keywords are possible here. - 
     Keywords; separated with semicolons Nevertheless it is recommended, to use the XBMF  
  </dc:subject> recommended topictree. XBMF Element “topic” should be  
 repeated here. 
  
  <dc:description xml:lang="eng"> DC Element description 
     A nice mambo concert in the pensioners club.  
  </dc:description>  
  
  <dc:creator> DC Element “creator”: Name of creators of resource,  
     Reporter Joe repeatable. 
  </dc:creator>  
  
  <dc:publisher> DC Element “publisher”: The legal responsible person or 
     Radio Orange 111.99 organisation. This could be a publishing house, a radio station,  
  </dc:publisher> a university, a freelance journalist or similar 
  
  <dc:contributor> DC Element “contributor”: It is recommended, to name here the 
     Andras Micsik contributors, which are defined by theit role and contact details in 
  </dc:contributor> detail in XBMF element “contributor and it’s refinement “role”. 
  <dc:contributor> Repeatable. 
     Thomas Thurner  
  </dc:contributor>  
  
  <dc:date> DC Element “date”: Insert the date of production 
     2003-07-21  
  </dc:date>  
  <dcterms:available> DC Refinement “avialable”: Insert date of entry into archive 
     2003-07-23  
  </dcterms:available>  
  <dcterms:issued> DC Refinement “issued”: Date and time of broadcast 
     2003-07-22 16:00  
  </dcterms:issued>  
  <dcterms:modified> DC Refinement “modified”: Date of last modification 
     2003-08-21  
  </dcterms:modified>  
  
  <dc:type> DC Element “type”: Free keywords are possible here. - 
     Sound Nevertheless it is recommended, to use the XBMF  
  </dc:type> recommended genres. XBMF Element “genre” should be  
 repeated here. 
  
  <dc:format> DC Element “format”:  The technical format of a resource 
     audio/mp3 Use recommended encoding scheme. 
  </dc:format>  
  <dcterms:extent> DC Refinement  “extent”: Running time of the ressource in seconds 
     134  
  </dcterms:extent>  
  <dcterms:medium> DC Refinement  “medium”: Is always >online< for webbbased  
     online audio archives 
  </dcterms:medium>  
  
  <dc:identifier> DC Element “identifier”: URL is used in case of an existing archive  
     http://radio.sztaki.hu/node/get.php/011pr64 entry 
  </dc:identifier>  
  
  <dc:language> DC Element “language”  as 3-letter code 
     eng  
  </dc:language>  
  
  <dc:coverage> DC Element “coverage”: Heads the following refinements 
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    <dcterms:spatial> DC Refinement “spatial”: Put in there the geographical  
      Budapest relation of the resource. 
    </dcterms:spatial>  
    <dcterms:temporal> DC Refinement “temporal”: Put in there the relation of the 
      1956-10-26 resource regarding date or specific century or age 
    </dcterms:temporal>  
  </dc:coverage>  
  
  <dc:relation> DC Element “relation”:  Put in here the title of the series and the  
    <dcterms:isPartOf> station of broadcast in the refinments “isPartOf”  
      Orange 94.0      Data should be repeated in XBMF-Element “station” and “series” 
    </dcterms:isPartOf>  
    <dcterms:isPartOf>  
      Ungabunga  
    </dcterms:isPartOf>  
  </dc:relation>  
  
  <dc:rights> DC Element “rights”: It is recommended to use the XBMF rights 
     http://www.streamonthefly.org/rights scheme with it’s refinements “creativecommons” and “right-

controlled- 
  </dc:rights> parts” and put here only the URI reference to the general SOTF - 

rights 
 policy in. 
  
 XBMF extension part starts here 
  
  <xbmf:station> XBMF Element “station” 
    Orange 94.0  
  </xbmf:station>  
  
  <xbmf:series> XBMF Element “series”:  Put in here the title of the series to  
    <xbmf:seriestitle>Ungabunga</xbmf:seriestitle> which the resource is connected to. A possible refinement should  
    <xbmf:seriesdescription>  be the description of these specific series. 
      A very interesting series about nothing Series title should be the same as defines in DC refinement 

“isPartOf”. 
    </xbmf:seriesdescription>  
  </xbmf:series>  
  
  <xbmf:title> XBMF Element “title”: Is used to define the following refinements 

to  
    <xbmf:episodetitle xml:lang="eng"> the DC Elment “title. 
      Dances of the south.  
    </xbmf:episodetitle> XBMF Refinement “episodetitle”:  As refinements to DC Element 
    <xbmf:episodesequence> “title”a name is given, for which a specific episode of a series is 

known. 
      12  
    </xbmf:episodesequence> XBMF Refinement “episodesequence”:  Put in here a number or 
  </xbmf:title> a date 
  
  <xbmf:genre xml:lang="eng"> XBMF Element „genre“: No free keywords are possible here. 
    Documentary Only XBMF recommended genres used here. Copy of 
  </xbmf:genre> the content into DC Element “format” recommentded. 
  
  <xbmf:topic xml:lang="eng"> XBMF Element „topic“: No free keywords are possible here. 
    Social aspects - elderly people Only XBMF recommended topics used here. Copy of 
  </xbmf:topic> the content into DC Element “subject” recommentded. Repeatable. 
  <xbmf:topic xml:lang="eng">  
    Art - Dance  
  </xbmf:topic>  
  
   XBMF Element “rights”: Is used to define the following refinements 

to  
  <xbmf:rights>   the DC Elment “rights”. 
    <xbmf:starttime>  
      23 XBMF Refinement “starttime”: Fill in seconds counted from  
    </xbmf:starttime> begin of the resouce 
    <xbmf:endtime>  
      230 XBMF Refinement “endtime”: Fill in seconds counted from  
    </xbmf:endtime> begin of the resouce 
    <xbmf:rightstext xml:lang="eng">  
      Universial Music, Blur, www.universial.com XBMF Refinement “rightstext”: Label, Publisher and/or  
    </xbmf:rightstext> other holders of those rights 
  </xbmf:rights>    
    
  <xbmf:contributor> XBMF Element “contributor”: Is used to define the following  
    <xbmf:role xml:lang="eng">Interviewee</xbmf:role> refinements to the DC Elment “contributor”. 
    <xbmf:name>Prof. Mambo Man</xbmf:name>  
    <xbmf:acronym>MaMan</xbmf:acronym>  
    <xbmf:email>mambo@man.org</xbmf:email>  
    <xbmf:phone>234567585</xbmf:phone>  
    <xbmf:address>100 Rio, Brasil</xbmf:address>  
    <xbmf:uri>http://mambo.org</xbmf:uri>  
    <xbmf:intro>Text about this person.</xbmf:intro>  
  </xbmf:contributor>  
  
</metadata>  
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(i) Topic tree 
 
Top level topics are only to group within the tree. For encoding purposes top level and 
second level can be mixed. E.g. to describe media politics you’ll combine “Arts, Medias, 
Entertainment and Leisure” with “Politic, politic systems and Wars”.  
 
SOTF TOPICS    

 
Arts, Medias, Entertainment and Leisure  
News  
New Media (Internet, CD, DVD, Mini Disk, etc.)  
Press  
Radio   
Television  
Advertising and Public Relations  
Foreign news (should remain)  
Motion Pictures (Documentary, Fiction)  
Performing Arts (Theater, Dance, Circus, etc.)  
Music (All genres - including Opera, Classical Concert, etc.)  
Plastic Arts (Painting, Sculpture, Photography, Comics, etc.)  
Architecture and Urbanism  
Literature (Poetry, Fiction, Essays, etc.)  
Detective stories  
Science Fiction and Fantasy  
Cartoons, caricatures & comics  
Recreational Activities  
Journey and Tourism  
Games  
Human Practices and Social Issues  
Women  
Men  
Young people   
Elderly people  
Family  
Handicapped persons  
Body practices  
Sexuality  
Drugs  
Poverty  
Migration  
Multiculturalism  
Feminism  
Queer  
Community Issues (Housing, Transportation, Area planning, Urban communities, Rural communities)  
Folklore  
Religion, Metaphysics  
Racism  
Sexism  
Healing and Medicine  
Physical diseases  
Mental health 
Healing Substance  
AIDS  
Hygiene  
Public health  
Legal drugs  
Illegal drugs  
Traditional healings  
Clinical Test  
Altenative Medicine  
First Aid  
Epidemic  
Medical Research  
Bio technology (genetic engineering)  
Teaching, Learning and Studying  
Universities  
Schools  
Life long learning  
Cources and Training  
Distance Learning  
Educators  
Teaching Methods  
Special Education  
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e-learning  
Education  
Pedagogie  
Literacy  
Biography  
Curricula  
Lecture  
Sciences and Technologies  
Natural Sciences (Ethology, Ecology, Botanique, etc.)  
Earth Sciences (Astronomy, Geography, Oceanography, Climatology, Geology,etc.)  
Material Sciences (Physics, Chemistry, etc.)  
Live Sciences (Biology, Genetic, Anatomy, etc.)  
Social Sciences (Sociology, Anthropology, etc.)  
Psychology and psychiatry  
Archeology and Palentology  
History  
Communications, telecommuncation and Internet  
Energy, Nuclear energy and sustanaible energy production  
Computer science  
Environmental Issues, Agriculture and related technologies  
Agriculture & related technologies  
Organic farming  
Food technology  
Biological resources  
Hunting & fishing  
Endagered Species  
Climate  
Population  
Water supply  
Ecological systems  
Stockbreeding  
Environmental problems  
Famine  
Bio diversity  
GMO-Genetically modified organism  
Pollution  
Justice and Governmental  
International cooperation  
Geopolitics  
Domestic policy  
Development policies  
Social policy (Employment policies, Welfare)  
NGO  
Labor unions (Trade unions)  
Systems of governments and states  
Humanitarian aid  
Labor  
Defense  
Political persecution (prisoners, refugees, ...)  
Human rights (Right of asylum, Freedom of speech  
Police services  
Prison  
Crime & delinquency  
Terrorism  
Licences and copyright copyleft 
Politic, politic systems and Wars  
Anarchism  
Capitalism  
Communism  
Green parties  
Elections  
Fascim and Nazism (including parties)  
Liberalism  
Political parties  
Pacifism  
Socialism  
Nationalism  
Democratic systems  
Authoritarian systems  
Revolutionary and subversive groups (activism)  
Globalization  
Rebellion  
War  
Civil war and revolution  
Weapons  
Sport  
Adventure Racing  
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Airsoft  
Animal Fighting  
Archery  
Badminton  
Baseball  
Basketball  
Billiards  
Bocce  
Boomerang  
Bowling  
Boxing  
Cheerleading  
Cricket  
Croquet  
Cycling  
Darts  
Equestrian  
Extreme Sports  
Fencing  
Fishing  
Flying Discs  
Football  
Gaelic  
Goalball  
Golf  
Greyhound Racing  
Gymnastics  
Handball  
Hockey  
Horse Racing  
Hunting  
Informal Sports  
Jai Alai  
Kabbadi  
Korfball  
Lacrosse  
Lumberjack  
Motorsports  
Multi-Sports  
Netball  
Orienteering  
Paddleball  
Paintball  
Petanque  
Racquetball  
Rodeo  
Rope Skipping  
Rounders  
Running  
Sepak Takraw  
Shooting  
Skateboarding  
Skating  
Soccer  
Softball  
Squash  
Strength Sports  
Table Tennis  
Tchoukball  
Team Handball  
Tennis  
Track and Field  
Volleyball  
Walking  
Water Sports  
Winter Sports  
Wrestling  
Business  
Accounting  
Cooperatives  
Customer Service  
E-Commerce  
Education and Training  
Employment  
Human Resources  
International Business and Trade  
Investing  
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Major Companies  
Management  
Marketing and Advertising  
Small Business  
Business Services  
Financial Services  
Wholesale Trade  
Shopping and consumer products  
Antiques and Collectibles  
Beauty Products  
Books  
Children  
Clothing   
Computers   
Consumer Electronics   
Crafts  
Death Care   
Entertainment  
Ethnic and Regional   
Flowers  
Food   
Furniture  
General Merchandise  
Gifts  
Health  
Holidays  
Home and Garden  
Jewelry  
Music  
Office Products  
Pets  
Photography  
Publications  
Recreation  
Tobacco  
Tools  
Toys and Games  
Travel  
Vehicles  
Weddings  
Wholesale  
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(j) Genres, roles and media types 
 
SOMA GENRES   SOMA ROLES   SOMA Media Types 

Actuality  Artist  Real Audio 
Advert / jingle / spot  Author  audio/realaudio 
Announcement  Commentator  audio/x-realaudio 
Call-in show  Composer  audio/pn-realaudio 
Children’s / youth  Copyright Holder  audio/x-pn-realaudio 
Comedy  Correspondent  audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin 
Community media  Designer  audio/rn-realaudio 
Dance  Director  audio/vnd.rn-realaudio 
Documentary  Editor  MPEG2 
Drama  Funder / Sponsor  audio/mpeg2 
Educational  Interviewee  audio/x-mpeg2 
Feature  Interviewer  MP3 
Game show  Narrator  audio/m3u 
Interview  Participant  audio/x-m3u 
Magazine  Performer  audio/mp3 
Music  Producer  audio/x-mp3 
News  Production Personnel  audio/mpg 
Oral history / storytelling  Speaker  audio/x-mpg 
Talk show / discussion  Transcriber  audio/mpeg 
Training  Translator  audio/x-mpeg 
  Other  audio/mpeg3 
    audio/x-mpeg-3 
    audio/mpegurl 
    audio/x-mpegurl 
    audio/x-mpeg-url 
    Ogg Vorbis 
    application/x-ogg 
    audio/x-vorbis 
    Real Video 
    video/vnd.rn-realvideo 
    video/x-pn-RealVideo 
    video/x-pn-RealVideo-plugin 
    MPEG video 
    video/mpeg 
    video/MP4V-ES 
    MPEG-2 video 
    video/mpeg-2 
    Macintosh Quicktime 
    video/quicktime 
    video/x-quicktime 
    Microsoft Video 
    video/x-msvideo 
    SMIL 
    application/smil 

 
 



(k) Overview and mapping to other standards (informative) 
    

ELEMENTS REFINEMENTS  IEEE LOM  öst.  Lehr-/Lernressourcen V1.3   
        

dc.title   General.Title  Titel   
xbmf.title   General.Title  Titel, Titelsprache   
 dc.alternative       
 xbmf.alternative       
 xbmf.episodetitle       
 xbmf.episodesequence       
dc.creator   Contributor.Role=Author  Autor   
dc.subject   General.Keyword     
xbmf.topic   Classification.TaxonPath  Gegenstand   
 xbmf.SubjectEncodingScheme       
dc.description   General.Description     
dc.publisher   Contributor.Role=Publisher  Anbieter   
dc.contributor        
xbmf.contributor   LifeCycle.Contribute.Entity     
 xbmf.role  LifeCycle.Contribute.Role     
dc.date        
 dcterms.created       
 dcterms.available       
 dcterms.issued  Contributor.Date  Publikationsdatum   
 dcterms.modified       
dc.type   Educational.LearningResourceType  Lernressourcentyp   
xbmf.genre   Educational.LearningResourceType  Lernressourcentyp   
dc.format   Technical.Format  Medienformat   
 dc.location  Technical.Location  Speicheradresse   
 dc.extent  Technical.Duration     
 dc.medium       
dc.identifier   General.Identifier.Entry  Identifier   
dc.source   Relation.Resource     
dc.language   General.Language  Sprache der Lernressource   
dc.relation   Relation.Resource.Description     
 dcterm.IsVersionOf, dcterm.HasVersion       
 dcterm.IsReplacedBy, dcterm.Replaces       
 dcterm.IsPartOf, dcterm.HasPart       
dc.coverage   General.Coverage     
 dc.spatial       
 dc.temporal       
dc.rights   Rights.Description     
xbmf.rights        
 xbmf.creativecommons       
 xbmf.RightControlledParts       
xbmf.station   Educational.Context  Bildungsebene   
xbmf.series     Ausbildungsstufe   
 xbmf.seriestitle       
 xbmf.seriesdescription       
xbmf.extendedInformation        
 xbmf.ExtendedInformationScheme       
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SPECIAL SCHEMES REFINEMENTS   
    
xbmf.name    
 xbmf.alias, xbmf.OrganizationAlias   
 xbmf.role   
 xbmf.e-mail   
 xbmf.address   
 xbmf.phone   
 xbmf.intro   
 xbmf.uri   
 xbmf.logo   
cc.creativecommons    
 cc.permissions   
 cc.prohibitions   
 cc.requirements   
xbmf.RightControlledParts    
 xbmf.endtime   
 xbmf.rightstext   
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